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Taken at Big Rapids, Michigan
I have been doing astrology for something like 50 years now (it scares me to think about it), and
for many years I made my living doing readings and teaching classes. In all that time, of course,
I have been asked many questions, but the most common question of all, by far the most
important to most folks, has to do with relationships. And by relationships I mean not only love
relationship (life partners), but also relationships with friends (and not-so-friends) and coworkers.
For myself, in all the years of my astrological study and practice, I have been most fascinated by
three areas of life, and I fancy that I know a little something by now about the astrology of all
three:
(1) Career or life-path (What am I good for?)
(2) Relocation (Where should I live?)
… and most of all
(3) Relationships (Am I attractive, and in what ways? and how should I approach a partner?).
I hope to share something soon about the first two (Career and Locational astrology (as I find
time), but for now let’s look at relationships, and in particular how you approach love and lifepartner relations.
Over the years I have found, remarkably enough, that many (perhaps most) people have little
idea of what makes them attractive and attracted to others, aside from just an obvious chemistry
of some kind, and there are ‘kinds’ of relationship chemistries. We are not all the same in what
we have to offer or what we need back in return. I find that astrology can help to make that clear
and I wanted to share some of this with those of you interested through a little free mini-report.
The traditional Romeo & Juliet style of relationship, where true opposites attract, is just one type
of relationship. There are others, like when two people are more friends (the same) than they
are lovers, or when a couple gets together based on a common goal or purpose. It takes all
kinds, as they say, but which kind are you? How do you approach relationships?
Here is a mini-report, just a small section from a twenty-one page detailed, StarTypes
Compatibility Report, that provides some details on how each of two partners approaches
relationships that should interest you. Please feel free to check it out. Since we have put a lot of
time into our sites, if you like it, please do tell others about it. Here is the link:
http://astrologyland.com/
On that page you want the little box in the middle that says “Star*Types Compatibility.” Just click

on the red button, which will take you to a page where you can enter two sets of chart data,
each on a separate tab. Be sure to indicate which gender each partner is. You don’t need a birth
time for this technique, just the birth month, day, and year. When you have entered both charts,
click the “Next” button and your mini report will be calculated and displayed.
There you will see a page on how you approach relationships and another on how your partner
does. It is that simple. Enjoy.
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